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Executive Summary  

One aspect of the XLike project is to monitor and aggregate knowledge from web text contents from 
around the globe. In order to achieve this goal it is necessary to compare and link documents (e.g. contents 
of Wikipedia articles) together that address the same topics or are about the same event type. However, 
one problem in today’s society is that not all documents are composed in the same language. Thus, it is 
crucial to measure the similarity of multilingual documents to be able to group documents, which deal with 
the same topic. Techniques from cross-lingual information retrieval, such as Explicit Semantic Analysis and 
Canonical Correlation Analysis, are used to determine the similarity of documents. Press agencies could for 
example examine whether their lead story has already been published in another language or vice versa 
continuously search for stories that have not yet been published in their language. This deliverable provides 
a matrix of cross-lingual similarity functions for XLike languages. 

Generally speaking, cross-lingual document linking compares pairs of documents using a background 
corpus. The background corpus used for this task can be parallel, such as JRC-ACQUIS Corpus, or 
comparable, such as Wikipedia articles with language links. During corpus creation it is also necessary to 
apply standard pre-processing techniques such as stop word removal and stemming. A problem of cross-
lingual document linking is vocabulary mismatch. Although two documents might contain information 
about the same topic, the vocabulary used to describe the information might be different, especially in the 
multilingual/cross-lingual setting. Thus, it is critical not to rely on a simple overlap of words to link 
documents but rather identify statistical links.  

In our experimental evaluation, we address two different scenarios based on the use cases: 1) cross-lingual 
plagiarism detection and 2) cross-lingual recommendation. The task of cross-lingual plagiarism detection is 
to track the republishing of its articles that are translated into other languages and the task of cross-lingual 
recommendation is to provide a list of recommended articles from a multilingual news stream. Since cross-
lingual plagiarism detection and cross-lingual recommendation require different similarity criteria, we 
carried out two separate experiments: one which searches specifically for translation, and one which 
generally searches for related documents. In the experiments, we compared the K-means clustering, LSI, 
ESA and CCA based approaches. We draw the following conclusions. The results show that all the 
approaches achieve similar performance for cross-lingual recommendation scenario. However, for cross-
lingual plagiarism detection, LSI, ESA and CCA outperform K-means clustering significantly. Among LSI, ESA 
and CCA, CCA achieves the best results. LSI and ESA yield comparable results that are not far behind CCA.  

When in this deliverable we use the term “XLike languages” we will refer to English, German, Spanish, 
Chinese, Catalan and Slovenian. 
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Definitions 

Parallel Corpus Parallel corpus consists of documents that are translated directly into different 
languages.  

Comparable Corpus Comparable corpus contains, unlike parallel corpora, no direct translations. 
Overall they may address the same topic but can differ significantly in length, 
detail and style.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Over the past decades the volume of information available online has been exploding very fast. Never has 
so much information been available over networks and accessed by so many people independent of their 
location. Therefore the consequence has been unfortunately brought on: it has become very difficult for 
users to find the desired, relevant information. Scientists are interested in those articles from the domain 
on which they focus, like biologists who search for articles about biology, or financial professionals who 
daily read financial news on the internet.  As very many articles about the same topics are available 
everywhere it’s important to choose only reliable providers of articles and to use comfortable services from 
information providers. Users don’t want to spend too much time on complicated or repeated searches. 

Document to document linking allows users to link related documents together that have similar topics 
thus allowing users to quickly see a listing of all interesting documents with minimal clicks. To implement 
document linking there are several technologies available. We will adopt two techniques from the latent 
topic model (LSI and CCA), one technique from the explicit model (ESA) as well as one technique from 
clustering (K-means clustering). After the four techniques are implemented and tested we will evaluate the 
results and thus compare the techniques according to several criteria. 

We now live in the age of globalization. The same or related news to news at Bloomberg.com, academic 
achievements, or general information can be spread instantly across the world through the internet, 
television, or other media. People in the modern world possess more language skills than before. This 
phenomenon demands that the techniques for document linking also make corresponding changes 
because users need and can read articles about the same topics in several languages. Cross-lingual 
statistical document linking techniques offer the opportunity to allow users to get desired articles about 
similar topics which are written in many major languages, such as English, German, Chinese etc. 

1.2 Bloomberg use case  

Bloomberg’s business is the delivery of financial information. The core of their business is based on 
Bloomberg Terminals, a specialized platform for financial professionals. Besides this, they also maintain 
more mainstream-oriented news portals at Bloomberg.com. The Bloomberg use case in project XLike will 
focus on the website part, by evaluating techniques for cross-lingual integration of news articles. 

 

Figure 1. Stored articles in the queue and the recommendation list of related articles at Bloomberg.com 
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Bloomberg.com provides personalized lists of suggested articles alongside each article. The list is assembled 
from the recent Bloomberg articles and custom fitted for the specific user, based on his/her history. In 
Figure 1, the user's read stories are stored in their queue; based on that a suggested list for their queue is 
generated. The second task in Bloomberg use case is to extend the suggested articles by including external 
mainstream sources across more languages. Formally, the task is defined as follows. Given a user u, with 
visit history H(u), identify relevant recent articles from multi-lingual news stream. All articles from H(u) are 
in English and published by Bloomberg. Assembling a relevant recent articles list requires cross-lingual 
integration with Bloomberg.com articles. 

1.3 STA use case  

Like in the Bloomberg use case here are also two tasks in the STA use case: article tracking as well as topic 
and entity tracking. Article tracking is meaningful for STA because of two business cases. First, the main 
income of agency is licensing its content, and publish unlicensed material requires their attention. Second, 
knowing which articles are republished by their subscribers helps the agency at better understanding their 
market, and to provide better coverage for the events relevant for them. 

STA covers topics related to Slovenia or Slovenian entities (E.g. companies, athletes). As such, tracking 
relevant news is an important part of editors’ daily routine. Technologies developed within XLike project 
can improve this process by providing tools for detecting relevant articles across languages and media 
(mainstream, social media). 

STA covers domestic and international events by producing and selling copyrighted content. However, 
protection and tracking of copyrighted material on the Web is an open problem especially when the 
material involved is translated in the process. To solve the above problem an application should be 
developed which uses the components for cross-lingual document linking and information flow to detect 
articles, which have significant overlap with the source article. 
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2 Theories about techniques for statistical document linking 

Cross-lingual document linking is defined as follows: given one document in any language, identify relevant 
documents based on their similarities to the input document from a multi-lingual document collection. 
Cross-lingual document linking deals with retrieving information written in a language different from the 
language of the target-document. For example, we have to compare a target-document written in English 
and a source-document written in German in order to find out whether the source-document is relevant to 
the target-document. With cross-lingual document linking technique we can link a certain article to a 
corresponding article in a certain website like ‘Bloomberg.com’ in another language. Two kinds of 
approaches for cross-lingual document linking are available: translation-based approaches and concept-
based approaches. We will focus on the latter ones. 

In a general framework we will explain basic knowledge about cross-lingual document linking techniques 
and show how the approaches are developed step by step. First at all, our research objects are corpora, 
documents and terms. We represent documents and terms in numerical and geometric framework in order 
to form models and execute algorithms. Several measures are introduced based on the representations of 
documents and terms, such as similarity and tf-idf measure.  

2.1 Translation-based approach 

Translation-based approaches translate two documents into a certain language. Several translation 
techniques are available for it and they differ in the choice of that into which language documents are 
translated.  We can either translate source-document into the language of target-document, or translate 
target-document into the language of source-document. As alternative of above techniques we can also 
find a pivot language into which both documents are translated. The pivot language should be available for 
translation systems from many languages. Hence, English is mostly adopted as pivot language because of 
wide applicability in translation systems.  

Translations can be either gained by professional manual translators or through the application of Machine 
translation. Since the manual translation of documents does not scale to large corpora and requires some 
processing time the manual translation would be replaced by machine translation. Two popular approaches 
are mostly employed to machine translation: dictionary-based translation and statistical machine 
translation. Dictionary-based translation use bilingual dictionaries for term-by-term translation. The 
approach is straight-forward, but not suitable to big corpus. For big corpus the statistical machine 
translation can be used instead of dictionary-based translation. Most current SMT systems are developed 
based on the IBM Models which is introduced by Brown. These models are iteratively induced for language 
pairs on the basis of a training multilingual corpus. Translation can be improved by using additional 
background knowledge, for example by using language models derived from large monolingual training 
corpora.  

Through translation of documents the multilingual document linking problem will be reduced to 
monolingual document linking problem. Therefore the weaknesses of monolingual information retrieval are 
also exposed, like vocabulary mismatch, term sense disambiguation etc. In addition, a new problem of term 
mismatch is formed through translation. As well know, many terms in a target language correspond to one 
term in source language, it depends on meanings of terms, context in document and preference of 
professional translators or machine translation systems. For this reason one term in a source language can 
be translated as several synonymous terms in target language. In sentence environment one paragraph in 
source language is translated according to context in the whole document, rules and conventions in target 
language. So the paragraphs are not translated term-by-term. Furthermore, the machine translation 
systems mostly show poor accuracy. Hence, in source document and in target document the terms cannot 
be perfectly matched because of the flexibility of terms.  
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2.2 Inter-lingual Representation based Approach 

Due to the problem of translation-based approaches, we employ the concept-based approaches. We 
employ 4 theories ‘K-means Clustering’, ‘ESA’, ‘LSI’ and ‘CCA’ as bases for cross-lingual document linking 
approaches, thus the approaches can be interpreted differently with cross-lingual generalized vector space 
model. Based on the analysis with inter-lingual representation based extension of generalized vector space 
model, these approaches can be compared easily and comprehensibly. The monolingual generalized vector 
space model is a standard model, but here we need the derived version of standard model for our use case, 
that is inter-lingual representation based extension of generalized vector space model.  

2.2.1 General Framework 

In concept-based approaches, documents are transformed into a multilingual space. To realize the 
transformation the aligned concept vectors are introduced. At starting point documents in each language 
are represented as vectors of term weights in each corresponding vector space. The term vectors in 
different languages (i.e. different term vector spaces) should be transformed with help of aligned concept 
vectors into multilingual concept space. The aligned concept vectors can be seen as descriptions of 
concepts in different languages and the concepts might be explicit and external defined or data-derived, for 
example, in the case of ESA. We group relevant terms together to a topic and form a concept. The concepts 
can be identical although they are in different languages, they can also differ in variant term descriptions or 
they can be overlapped in some terms. With help of aligned concept vectors we can get the new document 
representations in a multilingual concept space where no more terms exist, just multilingual concepts are 
built up. The multilingual concept space is a set of concepts, which are multilingual, and is spanned by 
aligned concept vectors. A multilingual concept represents unit of thoughts and contains all terms related 
to a topic in several source languages. Many concepts can be separated or overlapped in a concept space. 
Thus, the concept-based representations of documents are language-independent because the possibilities 
of terms occurring in several source languages are already considered in concepts. Under the common 
multilingual concept space the similarity between two documents which are represented as new vectors 
can be calculated again.  

With an example we see before the transformation how the documents would be represented under 
Vector space model (VSM). 

 

Figure 2. VSM-based document representation of two documents in different languages 

Here parameters have following meanings: 

-  Two vector spaces X and Y for two languages LX and LY;  

-  Representation of documents as vectors x and y in X and Y;  

xT = (x1 , x2 , …, xp  ),    yT = (y1 , y2 , …, yq  ) 
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-  xi and yj  are weights of term i and j in x and y respectively ; 

- p and q are sizes of vocabularies in the different languages LX and LY.   

Each document can be represented as a real-valued vector of term weights using vector space model. Each 
language can be modeled as a vector space. The dimension of the vector space is the size of the vocabulary, 
i.e. the number of terms that make up the language. Terms are axes of the vector space. Documents are 
points in this space. 

In order to compare the documents (representations) in different languages (vector spaces), we need to 
find aligned concept vectors for these vector spaces, where each pair of corresponding vectors in these 
aligned concept vectors are supposed to represent the same topic/concept. Each document 
(representations) in different languages (vector spaces) can be represented by these aligned concept 
vectors, where each entry corresponds to the inner product of the document term vector and concept 
vector.  

 

Figure 3. Step 1: Find aligned concept vectors V and U 

In order to transform documents vector x and y into a multilingual concept space we should at first find out 
two aligned concept vectors V for X and U for Y, where vi should represent the same topic/concept as ui. 

𝐕 = (𝐯𝟏 , 𝐯𝟐 , …, 𝐯𝐧  ),    𝐔 = (𝐮𝟏 , 𝐮𝟐 , …, 𝐮𝐧  ) 

 

          

Figure 4. Step 2: Find aligned topic/concept space C 

An aligned topic/concept space C is spanned by V and U such that each dimension corresponds to a pair of 
aligned vectors in V and U. 
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Figure 5. Step 3: Represent documents as V(x) and U(y) 

Representation of documents as vector V(x) and U(y) in C:  

𝐕(𝐱)𝐓 = (< 𝐯𝟏, 𝐱 >, < 𝐯𝟐, 𝐱 > , …, < 𝐯𝐧, 𝐱 >), 
  

𝐔(𝐲)
𝐓

= (< 𝐮𝟏, 𝐲 >, < 𝐮𝟐, 𝐲 > , …, < 𝐮𝐧, 𝐲 >), 

The similarity between document vectors x in X and y in Y in Figure 5 is calculated as follow: 

𝐬𝐢𝐦(𝐱, 𝐲) = 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝐕(𝐱), 𝐔(𝐲)) =  
< 𝐕(𝐱), 𝐔(𝐲) >

|𝐕(𝐱)| · |𝐔(𝐲)|
 

Further it’s derived:  

< 𝑽(𝐱), 𝐔(𝐲) > =  𝐕(𝐱)𝐓 ∙ 𝐔(𝐲) = (𝐱𝐓 ∙ 𝐕) ∙ (𝐔𝐓 ∙ 𝐲) =  𝐱𝐓 ∙ (𝐕 ∙ 𝐔𝐓) ∙ 𝐲 = 𝐱𝐓 ∙ 𝐆 ∙ 𝐲 

|𝐕(𝐱)| =  √𝐕(𝐱)𝐓 ∙ 𝐕(𝐱) =  √(𝐱𝐓 ∙ 𝐕) ∙ (𝐕𝐓 ∙ 𝐱) =  √𝐱𝐓 ∙ (𝐕 ∙ 𝐕𝐓) ∙ 𝐱 =  √𝐱𝐓 ∙ 𝐆′ ∙ 𝐱  

|𝐔(𝐲)| =  √𝐔(𝐲)𝐓 ∙ 𝐔(𝐲) =  √(𝐲𝐓 ∙ 𝐔) ∙ (𝐔𝐓 ∙ 𝐲) =  √𝐲𝐓 ∙ (𝐔 ∙ 𝐔𝐓) ∙ 𝐲 =  √𝐲𝐓 ∙ 𝐆′′ ∙ 𝐲  

Here 𝐆, 𝐆′, 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐆′′ are term correlation matrices.  

Hence, the similarity between document vectors x and y can be calculated as follows: 

𝐬𝐢𝐦(𝐱, 𝐲) = 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝐕(𝐱), 𝐔(𝐲)) =  
< 𝑽(𝐱), 𝐔(𝐲) >

|𝐕(𝐱)| · |𝐔(𝐲)|
=  

𝐱𝐓 ∙ (𝐕 ∙ 𝐔𝐓) ∙ 𝐲

√𝐱𝐓 ∙ (𝐕 ∙ 𝐕𝐓) ∙ 𝐱  ∙ √𝐲𝐓 ∙ (𝐔 ∙ 𝐔𝐓) ∙ 𝐲

=
𝐱𝐓 ∙ 𝐆 ∙ 𝐲

√𝐱𝐓 ∙ 𝐆′ ∙ 𝐱  ∙ √𝐲𝐓 ∙ 𝐆′′ ∙ 𝐲
 

 

Figure 6. Step 4: Represent documents in low-dimensional concept space 

We combine two dimensions ‘option’, ‘price’ of vector space X and two dimensions ‘Option’, ‘Preis’ of 
vector space Y together as a new dimension ‘option price option preis’. And we combine dimension ‘right’ 
of vector space X and dimensions ‘Recht’ of vector space Y together as a new dimension ‘right Recht’. The 
new dimensions are multilingual concepts. So we can represent documents in a two-dimensional vector 
space after transformation from term representation to concept representation. 

2.2.2 Background data corpora 

We develop four approaches for cross-lingual document linking: K-means based approach, ESA based 
approach, LSI based approach and CCA based approach. With each of those approaches we can determine 
concepts from given corpus and further execute document linking tasks in a generalized vector space 
model. After we built up models and developed approaches we will execute experiments on these four 
approaches and evaluate them. For the evaluation we use parallel and comparable multilingual corpora.  

From parallel multilingual corpora we take JRC-Acquis corpus for experiments.  From comparable 
multilingual corpora we use Wikipedia corpus. Parallel corpora are suitable to almost all types of cross-
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lingual research. The larger the size of a parallel corpus and the larger the number of languages, for which 
translations exist, the greater is the value of a parallel corpus.  

Joint Research Centre Collection of the Acquis Communautaire, abbreviated as JRC-Acquis, is a multilingual 
parallel corpus extracted from Acquis Communautaire. Acquis Communautaire (AC) is a French term that 
means ‘the EU as it is’. This is a body of common rights and obligations which bind all the Member States 
together within the European Union. The JRC-Acquis corpus is the biggest parallel corpus in existence. The 
corpus is available in 22 languages, consists of almost 8000 documents per language, with average size of 
nearly 9 million words per language. The corpus is available in TEI-compliant XML format, and consists of 
two parts, the marked-up texts and the bilingual alignment information for all the 190 language pairs. With 
help of Eurovoc thesaurus the JRC-corpus manually is classified into subject domains. At following webpage 
the JRC-Acquis corpus is available for download: http://langtech.jrc.it/JRC-Acquis.html 

Wikipedia is currently the largest knowledge treasure on the web in the world and it is developed 
constantly by diverse editors, therefore its breadth and depth also are expanded continually. The 
documents at Wikipedia are available in 260 languages and they are linked to each other cross languages in 
case they describe the same topic. The most documents at Wikipedia are available in English they are 
currently more than 4 million documents. The German, Spanish, French, Italian and other 5 Wikipedias 
contain more than 750 thousand documents. The Chinese, Slovenian and other 18 Wikipedias contain more 
than 150 thousand documents. The Greek, Norwegian and other 8 Wikipedias have more than 50 
thousands documents. The documents not only are available in large number of different languages also 
available in diverse domains. That is why we use Wikipedia corpus as comparable corpus. The Wikipedia 
database dumps you can download at http://dumps.wikimedia.org/ . There page content, page-to-page link 
list, image metadata and misc bits are available for download in different XML wrapper formats. The 
download tool for Wikipedia database dumps you can find at https://github.com/babilen/wp-download/ . 

2.3 K-means Clustering based approach 

The term ‚K-means‘ was first used by James MacQueen in 1967. K-means is a partitioning approach with 
exact assignment, which uses cluster centres to form clusters. Therefore K-means also belongs to centroid-
based approaches.  

Given a set of observations (x1, x2, …, xn), where each observation is a d-dimensional real vector, K-means 

clustering aims to partition the n observations into k sets (k ≤ n) S = {S1, S2, …, Sk} so as to minimize the 
within-cluster sum of squares. 

∑ ∑ ∑(𝐱𝐠𝐣 − �̅�𝐤𝐣)
𝟐

𝐣𝐠∈𝐤

  

𝐤

→ 𝐦𝐢𝐧  (∗) 

where K = number of clusters (k=1,…, K) 

           m = number of variables (j = 1, ... , m) 

          𝐱𝐠𝐣 = value of variable j for object g 

          �̅�𝐤𝐣 = cluster center for variable j in cluster k 

In the K-means clustering based approach K-means clustering technique is used to find out concepts from 
given documents collection. At the end of process documents are represented as vectors, where each 
dimension is a cluster which is derived from the given documents collection. 
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Figure 7. Matrix representation of input documents 

In Figure 7, each document in one language is represented as a vector of term weights using Vector Space 
Model (VSM). Two documents ‘Option’ in English and ‘Option’ in German are represented as vectors b1 and 
b1

′ . They are integrated as one multilingual vector in the term-document matrix B, we call it object. Through 
similar way other documents couple in English and in German can also be bound together. So we got the 
term-document matrix in which corpora in English and in German as input documents are represented 
through correlations with terms in that. 

This approach first concatenates all vectors of the parallel or comparable documents in different languages 
and finds the best cluster vectors, after that decouple them to obtain the aligned concept vectors. 

 

Figure 8. Matrix representation of K-means clustering based approach 

In Figure 8, we will show how a term-document matrix is decomposed into a linear combination of 
matrices. In the term-document matrix B each column is a vector of term weights for a concatenated 
multilingual document. Now the matrix B is described through term-cluster matrix M, cluster-document 
matrix D and a residual matrix R. In the matrix M each column is a vector of term weights for a cluster 
centroid, each of which is average of term weights for all documents in the cluster. In the matrix D each 
column contains some ‘0’s and a cluster indicator ‘1’ indicating the membership of one document in a 
cluster. This R is the residual matrix such that clustering minimizes sum of squares of all columns. Each 
cluster corresponds to a concept. If we find out the clusters through running K-means clustering algorithm 
we also get the aligned concepts. 

2.4 Latent Semantic Indexing based approach 

Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) is a prominent representative of latent models based on Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD), and at first outlined by Deerwester in 1990, that is also called Latent Semantic 
Analysis (LSA). Latent model computes latent concepts or dimensions in documents and builds latent topic 
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structure over terms. Compared to explicit model in latent model apart from observed vectors some hidden 
characters exist. 

The vector space representation cannot deal with two in natural languages arising classic problems: 
synonymy and polysemy. Synonymy is a kind of semantic relation which describes the situation that two 
terms have the same meaning, thus we say the two terms are synonyms, for example, bank and financial 
institute. As vector space representation cannot capture the relationship between synonymous terms such 
as bank and financial institute because each term has a separate dimension in the vector space, the 
problem can be solved with LSI since through dimension reduction the similar terms can be assigned in a 
same dimension. Polysemy refers to a term that has two or more similar meanings, for example, ‘Foot’ 
refers to the bottom part of the mountains or the bottom part of the leg.  Unfortunately LSI overcomes the 
problem just partially not completely because of its linear nature.  

In LSI Singular Value Decomposition is applied in order to compute the approximation matrix to term-
document matrix by decomposition the approximation matrix into three matrices.  Low-rank approximation 
to term-document matrix is also used and combined in Singular Value Decomposition due to yield a new 
representation of term-document matrix. 

In the approach of SVD the data set with high dimension and many variables is reduced to a lower 
dimensional vector space where substructure of the original data is built and amount of variations is also 
reduced. SVD has many characters, like transforming correlated variables into a set of uncorrelated ones; 
identifying and ordering the dimensions along which data points exhibit the most variation; reducing 
dimensions of data points. 

 

Figure 9. Singular value decomposition of term-document matrix A 

In Figure 9 an original term-document matrix A is broken down into the product of three matrices U, S and 
V. The theorem is represented as follow: 

Atd =  Utm ∗  Smm ∗  Vmd
T  

where Atd is the original rectangular t x d matrix of terms and documents. Each column is a vector of term 
weights for a document. Utm is an t x m term matrix whose columns are the orthogonal eigenvectors of 

AAT, and whose each row vector is represented for each term. Each entry indicates how strongly a term is 
related to the semantic dimension. Smm is an m x m singular value matrix with the singular values on the 
diagonals, since all its entries outside this sub-matrix are zeros. Each singular value reflects importance of 

the corresponding semantic dimension. Vmd
T  is the transpose of Vdm. Vdm is an d x m document matrix 

whose columns are the orthogonal eigenvectors of ATA , and whose each row vector is represented for 
each document. Each entry in this matrix indicates how strongly a document is related to the topic 
represented by the semantic dimension.  

Formally, we represent term-document matrix Atd by tf.idf-representing single entry of the matrix: aij =

tf(wj , di) ∙ idf(wj) , where di (1 ≤ i ≤ d ) refers to the i-th document and wj (1 ≤ j ≤ t ) refers to the j-th 

term. Utm and Vdm denote matrices such that  Umt 
T ∙ Utm =  Vmd

T  ∙   Vdm =  Im . Here Im is an identity 
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matrix: Im =  [

1 0
0 1

⋯ 0

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ 1

]. Smm is a diagonal matrix which contains the square roots of eigenvalues of 

AAT or ATA. Smm =  [
s1 ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ sm

].  The single entry of matrix Smm : si =  √λi . Here λ1, λ2, … , λm are 

eigenvalues of AAT  or eigenvalues of ATA (They are the same.). The rank of original term-document matrix 
Atd is m, here m ≤ min ( t , d ). 

In LSI approach documents are represented as vectors in a concept/topic space, where topics are mined 
from the given text. Through decomposition of term-document matrix some dimensions are determined. 
The dimensions are also concepts. If we execute the LSI approach then we will get dimensions i.e. concepts. 

2.5 Explicit Semantic Analysis based approach 

Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) is a recent prominent example of explicit models, and developed by 
Gabrilovich and Markovitch in 2007. Explicit model is a concept based retrieval model, allows us to 
explicitly represent the meaning of documents based on concepts. In an explicit model external defined 
concepts are given, we manipulate manifest concepts grounded in the human cognition. The ESA method 
represents semantics of natural language texts using natural concepts, is easy to explain to human users.  

Given external defined concepts C = { c1, c2, … , cn } classical monolingual Explicit Semantic Analysis takes a 
document x represented by a term vector as input and maps it to a concept vector. This concept vector 
space is spanned by a given collection of documents like Dk = {D1, D2, … , Dn} in language Lx such that 
each dimension corresponds to a document. For standard vector space, synonyms contribute nothing to 
document similarity. Documents that are semantically similar, i.e. talking about the same topics, might be 
not similar in the vector space if they use different words. ESA and LSI address the problems of synonym 
and semantic relatedness. 

The process how we transform term-vectors into concept space is like in GVSM. The particular setting in 
ESA is that each document of corpus corresponds to a concept. With an example we can see how a 
document term-vector is transformed into concept-vector through ESA approach. 

 

Figure 10. Document representation in concept space 

The three documents ‘Derivative’, ‘Price’ and ‘Right’ are seen as three concepts and are described as three 
dimensions in a concept space. An input document ‘Option’ is represented in the three-dimensional 
concept space. How the document ‘Option’ is represented by the three concepts we will explain through 
Figure 10. 
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Figure 11. Transforming term-vector into concept-vector through association strengths 

We take terms ‘derivative’, ‘price’ and ‘party(parties)’ in order to build up term vector representation of 
concepts. The input document ‘Option’ can also be represented as term vector with the three terms in a 
vector space. After both concepts and input document are represented as term vectors we can calculate 
the association strengths between the input document and concepts. Association strength expresses the 
strength of association between terms of an input document and a concept. The association strengths 
between ‘Option’ and ‘Derivative’, between ‘Option’ and ‘Price’ as well as between ‘Option’ and ‘Right’ are 
calculated as in Figure 11. Each value expresses the strength of association between document "Option" 
and each background document. The association strengths can also be seen as the weights of concepts in 
input document. Through the association strengths the input document is represented as concept vector in 
concept space. In order to speed up processing and yield more compact vectors, we consider only the top n 
dimensions of the ESA vectors by using projection of the vectors and selecting only the n dimensions with 
the highest values. 

Cross-lingual ESA is a generalization of monolingual ESA. Like monolingual ESA the concepts are also given 
by C = { c1, c2, … , cn }. Apart from that a set of languages is given by L = { L1, L2, … , Lm }, accordingly a set of 
document collection is given by D = { D1, D2, … , Dm }, where each Di contains documents of language Li.  

As above two figures described the representation of the input document ‘Option’ in English language is 
from term vector transformed into concept vector. Similarly the representation of an input document 
‘Option’ in German language can also be transformed into concept vector. Please see the results in Figure 
12 which are brought by application of ESA approach. Each concept in English corresponds to a concept in 
German. We assume that the two concepts in two languages are identical. But actually another suitable 
concept in German exists for a concept in English.  So we can only say that the concepts in English and in 
German approximate to each other. Based on that the documents in both languages are represented in 
concept space and the concepts in English and in German are comparable the similarity between two 
documents can be calculated. 
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Figure 12. Comparing two documents in two languages as concept vectors 

In ESA approach documents are represented as vectors in a concept space, where each dimension 
corresponds to a given textual description. ESA is explicit in the sense that the concept space corresponds 
exactly to the background document space. 

 

Figure 13. Matrix representation of ESA based approach 

In the term-document matrix B each column is a vector of term weights for a concatenated multi-lingual 
document. This term-concepts matrix C is the same matrix as matrix B because each document corresponds 
to a concept. This matrix I is an identity matrix. 

2.6 Canonical correlation analysis based approach 

The canonical correlation approach is motivated by the following observations:  

 When on increases the number of languages in the analysis, the aligned document set size 
decreases (possibly to an empty set) – the intersection of Wikipedia pages available in all the 
languages becomes prohibitively small. One option is to treat the missing documents as empty 
documents. This biases the 𝑈 matrix towards zero, which is undesirable.  

 Even though 𝑈 is orthogonal, the block components may not be. Using them as projection matrices 
is not as justified as in the monolingual case. 

The approach described in [6] consists of two steps: the first one is dimensionality reduction closely related 
to LSI, where the difference is that we perform low rank decompositions of the cross-covariance operator 
which is better suited to deal with missing documents. After this step we refine the projection operators 
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using a canonical correlation based formulation. When considering the structure of links between 
documents in Wikipedia, we observe that if a document written in a language other than English is linked to 
another language, it is very likely linked to English. For this reason we refer to English as the hub language 
and that fact can be exploited in the approach in several places. 

Let 𝐿1 = ℝ𝑁1 , … , 𝐿𝑚 = ℝ𝑁𝑚  denote the vector spaces corresponding to 𝑚 languages and let 𝐿1 denote the 

hub language (English). Let 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 ∈ ℝ𝑁𝑖×𝑁𝑗 denote the empirical estimate of the cross-covariance matrix 

between language 𝑖 and language 𝑗, which is computed by using the aligned documents between 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 
(see [6] for more details). We now use the hub-language assumption and only consider cross-covariances 
related to the hub language: 𝐶1,2, … , 𝐶1,𝑚 and compute the following low-rank decomposition: 

[𝐶1,2 ⋯ 𝐶1,𝑚] = 𝑈 𝑆 𝑉′, 

where 𝑈 ∈ ℝ𝑁1×𝑘 , 𝑆 ∈ ℝ𝑘×𝑘 and 𝑉 ∈ ℝ(𝑁2+⋯+𝑁𝑚)×𝑘 . We split the matrix 𝑉  according to the 
dimensions 𝑁2, … , 𝑁𝑚: 𝑉 = [𝑉2

′ ⋯ 𝑉𝑚′]′ and define: 𝑈1 = 𝑈 and 𝑈𝑖 = 𝑉𝑖. We proceed by projecting the 
cross-covariance matrices 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 to: 

𝐶𝑖,𝑗 ← 𝑈𝑖
′𝐶𝑖,𝑗𝑈𝑗 . 

We now search for concept vectors that maximize linear dependence between the languages by solving a 
generalized version of canonical correlation analysis (sum of squared correlations [6][7]) where similar to 
the dimensionality reduction step we only consider cross-covariance matrices related to the hub language. 
The search problem can be posed as constrained optimization problem: 

max
𝑤1,…,𝑤𝑚∈ℝ𝑘

∑(𝑤1
′𝐶1,𝑖𝑤𝑖)

2
𝑚

𝑖=2

𝑠. 𝑡.   𝑤𝑖
′𝐶𝑖,𝑖𝑤𝑖 = 1, ∀𝑖

, 

which can be expressed as an eigenvalue problem (due to ignoring the non-hub language cross-
covariances):  

(∑ 𝐺𝑖𝐺𝑖
′

𝑚

𝑖=2

) ⋅ 𝑉 = Λ ⋅ 𝑉, 

where 𝐺𝑖 = 𝐻1
′𝐶1,𝑖𝐻𝑖 and 𝐻𝑖 = 𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑙(𝐶𝑖,𝑖)

−1
. The solutions are obtained from the maximal eigenvector 

denoted by 𝑣 as:  

𝑤1 = 𝐻1𝑣 
𝑤𝑖 = 𝐻𝑖𝐺𝑖

′𝑣, 𝑖 = 2, … , 𝑚. 

So far we described how a single concept represented as 𝑤1, … , 𝑤𝑚 is discovered. By using deflation 
techniques we can find a second set of vectors 𝑢1, … , 𝑢𝑚 that maximize the sum of squared correlations 
and are orthogonal (uncorrelated) to the first set:  

max
𝑢1,…,𝑢𝑚∈ℝ𝑘

∑(𝑢1
′ 𝐶1,𝑖𝑢𝑖)

2
𝑚

𝑖=2

𝑠. 𝑡.      𝑢𝑖
′𝐶𝑖,𝑖𝑢𝑖 = 1, ∀𝑖

𝑢𝑖
′𝐶𝑖,𝑖𝑤𝑖 = 0

. 

The orthogonality constraints can be automatically enforced by deflating the matrices: 

𝐻𝑖 ← 𝐻𝑖 − 𝐻𝑖𝑤𝑖+1𝑤𝑖+1
′ − 𝑤1𝑤1

′𝐻𝑖 + 𝑤1𝑤1
′𝐻𝑖𝑤𝑖+1𝑤𝑖+1

′ ,    ∀𝑖 = 2, … , 𝑚, 

And solving the same eigenvalue problem defined above. The same deflation technique is used to find 

more than two concept vectors. Let 𝑊1 ∈ ℝ𝑘×𝑟, … , 𝑊𝑚 ∈ ℝ𝑘×𝑟 denote 𝑟  sets of solutions over 𝑚 
languages. 

The final 𝑟 concept vectors (in the basis of the original vector spaces 𝐿𝑖 , before the dimensionality 
reduction step) can be expressed as the columns of the matrix: 
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𝑃𝑖 = 𝑈𝑖𝑊𝑖. 
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3 Cross-lingual Document Linking Web Service 

3.1 KIT Cross-lingual Similarity Service  

The cross-lingual document linking prototype consists of two functionalities and thus also has two output 
formats. The first service (Cross-lingual Similarity) determines the cross-lingual similarity between two 
documents. The second service (Cross-lingual Analysis) retrieves related Wikipedia articles in a specified 
language given an input document. The XML format is used to represent the output of the prototype. 

3.1.1 Cross-lingual Similarity output format 

This web service is based on Cross-lingual extension of Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) and uses Wikipedia 
dumps from Mai 2012 as knowledge source. It supports English, German, Spanish, French, Catalan and 
Slovenian. The service can be called by using POST or GET request to the following URL address and input 
parameters.  

Service URL: http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/clesa/similarity  

Input Parameters: 

 doc1: the first input document 

 lang1: language of doc1 

 doc2: the second input document 

 lang2: language of doc2 

The response of the service consists of an input and output element. The input element contains two doc 
elements with a language attribute. The output element contains the similarity score between the two 
input documents. Error! Reference source not found.14 shows the similarity of two example documents in 
English and German. Note that the two example documents are in this case from a parallel corpus. 

 

Figure 14. Example output of KIT cross-lingual similarity service 
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3.1.2 Cross-lingual Analysis output format 

This web service is based Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) and language links in Wikipedia. It uses Wikipedia 
dumps from Mai 2012 and supports English, German, Spanish, French, Catalan and Slovenian. The service 
can be called by using POST or GET request to the following URL address and input parameters.  

Service URL: http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/clesa/analyzer  

Input Parameters: 

 doc: the input document 

 lang1: language of doc 

 lang2: language of Wikipedia articles to retrieve 

 retrieve: number of Wikipedia articles to retrieve  

The response of the service consists of the xml elements input and output.  The input element 

consists of a doc element, which contains the raw input document before pre-processing. The output 
element consists of a vector, which in turn contains the related concepts. The concept element has the 
following attributes: 

 lang: the language of the related Wikipedia article 

 title: the title of the related Wikipedia article 

 weigth: measure of the similarity between input document and the Wikipedia article 

Error! Reference source not found. 15 shows the output format and returns the top ten related English 
Wikipedia articles.   

 

Figure 15. Example output of KIT cross-lingual analysis service 

3.2 JSI Cross-lingual Similarity Service  

The JSI Cross-lingual Similarity Service consists of two main components and web interface. First one (CLSI) 
can be used to compute similarity between two documents doc1 and doc2 in two languages, lang1 and 
lang2. Second one (REVEAL) enables the insight in how the similarity is computed. It returns words in 
language lang1 and language lang2 that add the most to the similarity. 
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Both services can be called by using POST or GET request to the appropriate address. Using POST is 
preferable and the query needs to be URL escaped. The ISO 639-1 language codes are used for the 
specification of document’s language.  
The CLSI component call example is: 

 Request: 

http://xling.ijs.si:2222/clsi?doc1=Car%20is%20the%20most%20commonly%20used%20vehicle%20i

n%20Slovenia&lang1=en&doc2=Como%20es%20el%20veh%C3%ADculo%20m%C3%A1s%20utilizad

o%20en%20Eslovenia&lang2=es 

 Response: 0.906426 

The two input documents are URL escaped: 

 Car is the most commonly used vehicle in Slovenia becomes 

Car%20is%20the%20most%20commonly%20used%20vehicle%20in%20Slovenia 

 Como es el vehículo más utilizado en Eslovenia is transformed to 

Como%20es%20el%20veh%C3%ADculo%20m%C3%A1s%20utilizado%20en%20Eslovenia 

 The cosine similarity between this two documents is 0.906426. 

To illustrate the second component two somewhat related news articles about Eurocup are compared.  
The request is posted on http://xling.ijs.si:2222/clsi  in the same format as for CLSI component. 
The resulting similarity is 0.647757. They can be found at http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-07-
01/spain-defeats-italy-4-0-to-become-first-to-retain-european-title.html and 
http://www.elespectador.com/deportes/futbolinternacional/articulo-356545-espana-campeon-de-euro-
2012. 
The resulting JSON output is array of two strings with top 10 words that add the most to similarity, 

{" spain the to was italy ball that in it euro stadium", " el que españa italia la en del a balón con 
eurocopa"}. Retrieved words clearly show that the similarity computation was successful.  
Both components and some additional functionality related to Bloomberg’s use case are available in the 
form of the web interface at http://xling.ijs.si:2222/wikipedia.html that can be used for demo purposes.  

http://xling.ijs.si:2222/clsi?doc1=Car%20is%20the%20most%20commonly%20used%20vehicle%20in%20Slovenia&lang1=en&doc2=Como%20es%20el%20veh%C3%ADculo%20m%C3%A1s%20utilizado%20en%20Eslovenia&lang2=es
http://xling.ijs.si:2222/clsi?doc1=Car%20is%20the%20most%20commonly%20used%20vehicle%20in%20Slovenia&lang1=en&doc2=Como%20es%20el%20veh%C3%ADculo%20m%C3%A1s%20utilizado%20en%20Eslovenia&lang2=es
http://xling.ijs.si:2222/clsi?doc1=Car%20is%20the%20most%20commonly%20used%20vehicle%20in%20Slovenia&lang1=en&doc2=Como%20es%20el%20veh%C3%ADculo%20m%C3%A1s%20utilizado%20en%20Eslovenia&lang2=es
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-07-01/spain-defeats-italy-4-0-to-become-first-to-retain-european-title.html
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-07-01/spain-defeats-italy-4-0-to-become-first-to-retain-european-title.html
http://www.elespectador.com/deportes/futbolinternacional/articulo-356545-espana-campeon-de-euro-2012
http://www.elespectador.com/deportes/futbolinternacional/articulo-356545-espana-campeon-de-euro-2012
http://xling.ijs.si:2222/wikipedia.html
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Figure 16. Example output of JSI cross-lingual similarity service 
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4 Experimental Evaluation 

In our experiments, we compared the K-means clustering, LSI and ESA based approaches for both cross-
lingual plagiarism detection and cross-lingual recommendation scenarios. 

4.1 Evaluation of Cross-lingual Plagiarism Detection 

4.1.1 Experimental Setting 

For cross-lingual plagiarism detection, the task is to track the republishing of its articles especially if the 
articles are translated. We will investigate the performance using a standard mate retrieval setup, which 
has already been used to evaluate cross-lingual plagiarism detection and also general cross-lingual IR.  

To provide the background and testing data, we extracted large collections from the parallel corpus JRC-
Acquis and the comparable corpus Wikipedia. The JRC-Acquis parallel corpus comprises of approx. 23000 
legislative documents from European Union in each of 22 European languages. We randomly select a 
sample of 10% of parallel documents in English, German, Spanish and Slovenian from JRC-Acquis corpus for 
testing and use the remaining 90% parallel documents in these languages as background data. For 
constructing the comparable corpus Wikipedia as additional background data, we analysed cross-language 
links between Wikipedia articles for each pair of supported languages and used only articles for which 
aligned versions exist.  

For mate retrieval evaluation, we take the document in one language from the testing collection as a query 
and retrieve the relevant documents in another language from the testing collection. We assumed that only 
the translated version (mate) is considered as relevant to the document itself. This experimental setup 
simulates the cross-lingual plagiarism detection scenario, where we are concerned about whether the 
translations appear on top of the ranked result lists.  In addition, the observed position of the mate can also 
be used as a comparison yardstick.  

Based on the above observation, we consider recall at cutoff rank k (R@k) and the Mean Reciprocal Rank 
(MRR) as quality criteria [12]. Recall defines the number of relevant documents that are retrieved in 
relation to the total number of relevant documents. R@k is defined by only considering the top k results. In 
the mate retrieval setting, R@k defines the number of queries for which the mate document was found in 
the top k results. In other words, it measures how many of all translations have been found. MRR measures 
the average reciprocal ranks of the mate documents. In contrast to R@k, MRR also takes into account the 
position of the mate document, resulting in higher values the higher the position of the mate in the ranked 
result list is. Note that the results for each language pair are averages in both directions (e.g. English-
German and German-English).  

4.1.2 Evaluation Results 

Figure 17 shows MRR results for mate retrieval experiments on JRC-Acquis dataset.  

 

Figure 177. Mean Reciprocal Rank for JRC-Acquis Test Dataset 

Figure 18 shows R@k reuslts for mate retrieval experiments on JRC-Acquis dataset.  
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Figure 188. Recall at cutoff rank k for JRC-Acquis Test Dataset 

It is observed that the use of JRC-Acquis itself as background data leads to significantly better results than 
the use of Wikipedia as background data for all approaches. That is due to the large vocabulary overlap 
with the test collection when using JRC-Acquis itself as background data. Moreover, in contrast to a parallel 
corpus, Wikipedia is a comparable corpus where the aligned articles may vary in size, quality and 
vocabulary wildly.  

Clearly, LSI and ESA based approaches outperform K-means based approach in all cases. The explanation is 
that the semantic relatedness computed by K-means based approach is based on the term co-occurrence at 
the cluster level, which is more coarse-grained and thus not suitable for cross-lingual plagiarism detection 
scenario. While ESA outperforms LSI slightly when using JRC-Acquis itself as background data, LSI based 
approach obtains better results than ESA when using Wikipedia as background data. We conjecture that is 
because the wide topic range in Wikipedia may introduce noise through the homonyms from different 
topics and thus distort the correlation information for ESA, especially when addressing a particular topic 
domain where the number of different meanings of a term is likely low.  By contrast, LSI brings related 
terms together and forms concepts by capturing the frequent term co-occurrence patterns and thus to 
some extent reduce noise in the original background data.  
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By performing the experiments on the same dataset, our results are different from those reported in [1], 
especially for LSI based approach. We believe that is because we use a better implementation of LSI. And 
the results of ESA using the dataset itself as background data is missing in [1].  

4.2 Evaluation of Cross-lingual Recommendation  

4.2.1 Experimental Setting 

For cross-lingual recommendation, the task is to provide a list of recommended articles from a multilingual 
news stream. We will evaluate the performance using news stories from Reuters Corpus Volume 1 (RCV1) 
and Volume 2 (RCV2). The RCV1 contains about 810,000 Reuters, English language news stories, which have 
been used to evaluate various recommendation systems. The RCV2 contains over 487,000 Reuters news 
stories in thirteen languages which are contemporaneous with RCV1. The corpus contains 117 topics 
organized in a topic hierarchy with 4 top-level categories: CCAT (Corporate/Industrial), ECAT (Economics), 
GCAT (Government/Social), MCAT (Market). For cross-lingual recommendation evaluation, we will use the 
news items contained in some sub-categories in one language as the context and create a stream of news 
with news items in another language, and then we use different approaches for recommending news items 
that are close to the context. As a ground truth, we consider as relevant all the news items that are in the 
context categories. We randomly select about 2500 documents for each language of English, German, 
Spanish and Chinese, a total of about 10000 documents, for testing and also use the parallel corpus JRC-
Acquis and the comparable corpus Wikipedia as background data.  

As quality criteria, we consider the Mean Average Precision (MAP) and the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) as 
well as the 11-point interpolated average precision [12]. Precision defines the number of relevant 
documents that are retrieved in relation to the total number of retrieved documents. For each information 
need, the interpolated precision is measured at the 11 recall levels of 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.0. For each recall 
level, we then calculate the arithmetic mean of the interpolated precision at that recall level for each 
information need in the test collection. MAP is another standard measure used in IR that is also sensitive to 
the rank of relevant documents. It averages precision measured at the rank of each relevant document. 
Similarly, the results for each language pair are averages in both directions (e.g. English-German and 
German-English).  

4.2.2 Evaluation Results 

Figure 19 shows MAP results for experiments on Reuters test dataset. 

 

Figure 19. Mean Average Precision for Reuters Test Dataset 

Figure 20 shows MRR results for experiments on Reuters test dataset. 
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Figure 20. Mean Reciprocal Rank for Reuters Test Dataset 

Figure 21 shows averaged 11-point precision-recall curve for experiments on Reuters test dataset. 

 

Figure 21. Averaged 11-point Precision-Recall Curve for Reuters Test Dataset 

Different from the results of cross-lingual plagiarism detection evaluation, we observe that all approaches 
achieve similar performance for each language pair. The reason is that cross-lingual recommendation 
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requires loose semantic relatedness that all approaches can capture. K-means based approach even yields 
better performance in some cases because the coarse-grained term co-occurrence information used by it 
may more appropriately reflect the requirement of loose semantic relatedness.   

The results yielded using Wikipedia as background data are comparable or even slightly better than those 
using JRC-Acquis. In spite of the disadvantage of Wikipedia as background data mentioned previously, the 
wide topic range in Wikipedia may play a positive role here due to the large vocabulary overlap.  

4.3 Conclusions  

In our experimental evaluation, we address two different scenarios based on the use cases: 1) cross-lingual 
plagiarism detection and 2) cross-lingual recommendation. The task of cross-lingual plagiarism detection is 
to track the republishing of its articles that are translated into other languages and the task of cross-lingual 
recommendation is to provide a list of recommended articles from a multilingual news stream. Since cross-
lingual plagiarism detection and cross-lingual recommendation require different similarity criteria, we 
carried out two separate experiments: one which searches specifically for translation, and one which 
generally searches for related documents. In the experiments, we compared the K-means clustering, LSI, 
ESA and CCA based approaches. The results show that all the approaches achieve similar performance for 
cross-lingual recommendation scenario. However, for cross-lingual plagiarism detection, LSI, ESA and CCA 
outperform K-means clustering significantly. Among LSI, ESA and CCA, CCA achieves the best results. LSI and 
ESA yield comparable results that are not far behind CCA. 
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